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FORUM

two friends in their attempt to do likewise. Under Maryland law a husband is immune from prosecution for rape
of his wife, Maryland Annotated Code, Art. 27, §464D
(1976). However, when Mrs. Lusby brought charges
against all three for rape, assault, battery, false imprisonment, and intentional infliction of emotional injuries the
Maryland Court of Appeals granted certiorari to hear the
case. The Court ruled that in Maryland interspousal tort
immunity was abrogated in cases involving outrageous,
intentional torts, thereby modifying the common law
doctrine, 8 U. BALT. L. REV., supra, at 584, 585.
However, the modification was narrowly drawn to apply only to outrageous, intentional torts. The court did not
relate its decision to any statutory construction.
The Lusby decision of 1978 has been followed by a
December, 1979, decision allowing recovery from a husband by the wife for a negligent tort. Vance v. Vance, Md.-, 408 A.2d 728 (1979); affirming in part, overruling in part 41 Md. App. 130, 396 A.2d 296 (1979). In
Vance the wife was awarded a verdict for negligent misrepresentation which resulted in actionable emotional
distress. The court found a right to recovery for emotional distress resulting in physical injury under Bowman
v. Williams, 169 Md. 397, 165 A. 182 (1933), even
though here the distress was caused by the husband.
In Vance the emotional distress resulted from the husband's revealing to the wife that their marriage of 20
years was a nullity since the divorce decree from his prior
marriage had not become final until after he had been
married to the plaintiff-wife for more than a month.
A husband being sued may argue that Vance does not
further abrogate inter-spousal immunity sufficiently to
allow the case of action because the Vance marriage
was void. However the Maryland Court of Special Appeals refers to the bigamous Vance union as a "marriage" throughout its analysis and discussion of Vance
divorce proceedings. The Maryland Court of Appeals
sidesteps the issue by referring to the parties as Dr.
Vance and Muriel respectively throughout. Neither case
actually addresses the issue in light of the inter-spousal
immunities, however a plain reading of Lusby followed
by Vance would extend sufficient cause of action to a
similarly wronged wife. For general discussion regarding
this issue see 79 HARV. L. REV. 1650 (1966) and see 8
U. BALT. L. REV. 584, 596 (1979) for specific discussion
regarding such logical extension to abrogation of intraspousal tort suits in negligence at 594. For articles on
void and voidable marriages in Maryland see 22 MD L.
REV. 211 (1958) and 13 MD. L. REV. 128 (1933)
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Just in time for the nail-biting, coffee-soaked expedition into bar exam study period comes this cheery bit of
news from the federal district court in Colorado: it violates due process and perhaps equal protection for a limit
to be placed on the number of times an applicant can
take the bar exam.
While agreeing that the exam is a valid measure of
professional competence (something that has also been
challenged lately), the plaintiff asserts that the number of
times the test is taken before a passing score is achieved is
irrelevant. Additional legal study, exposure to law-related
work, or even individual changes in maturity and personal development may affect one's ability to comprehend and articulate legal principles.
Application of a rule that effectively places a final limitation on the number of examinations an individual may
take appears to be based upon an assumption that a
given individual will never become competent, says
Younger of Younger v. Colorado State Board of Bar
Examiners, reported in 48 USLW 2518 (1980). It could
also be considered to create an irrebuttable presumption
of incompetence of the type that has been found to be
constitutionally infirm. The court rejected evidence that
no fifth-time examinees have ever passed and held that
by eliminating any opportunity for reexamination, the
rule has no rational connection with the compelling interest in requiring a demonstration of professional competence and is therefore unconstitutional.
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